Telemedicine has become an increasing reality in health care. Not surprisingly, interests in this technological innovation have grown considerably among IS researchers and practitioners. An emerging area initially driven by technologies and their clinical applications, telemedicine is still searching for coherent and directing frameworks to advance management practices and research. Findings and discussions offered by the papers accepted by this year's minitrack are interesting and warrant continued research. A total of six papers have been accepted, providing different but complementary perspectives to telemedicine research and management.
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The first paper by Mbarika and Okoli examines several examples of success of adoption in Sub-Saharan Africa and proposes a Delphi study to identify factors critical to success implementation. The second paper by Wen and Tan surveys the primary technologies employed or implemented by major players in e-health market and discusses desirable opportunities for efficiency improvement, market expansion, cost reduction, and service enhancement. The third paper by Brown et al. investigates key personal traits that contribute to constructive and continuing telemedicinecentered collaborations, based on circumplex model. The fourth paper by Deng and Poole proposes a framework for explaining and advancing the use of telemedicine to support and enhance organizational learning, particularly from the perspective of network density, strength of network ties, network diversity, and trust-based collaboration. The next paper by Hu examines telemedicine systems success evaluation and proposes a framework expanded from a dominant IS success model. The sixth paper by Clark et al. describes a telerehabilitation program and examines key aspects of program sustainability and service appropriateness from both technological and managerial perspectives. 
